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City University of Hong Kong 

 

Information on a Course 
offered by Department of Asian and International Studies 

with effect from Semester A in 2014 / 2015 

 

 

Part I 

 

Course Title:     Integrated Korean II   

 

Course Code:     AIS3938  

 

Course Duration:     One Semester   

 

No. of Credit Units:    3  

 

Level:    B3  

 

Medium of Instruction:    English / Korean   

 

Medium of Assessment:    English / Korean  

 

Prerequisites: (Course Code and Title)    CTL3937 Integrated Korean I or AIS3937 

Integrated Korean I  

 

Precursors: (Course Code and Title)      NIL  

 

Equivalent Courses: (Course Code and Title)     CTL3938 Integrated Korean II  

 

Exclusive Courses: (Course Code and Title)  Nil  

 

 

1. Course Aims: 

 

Building upon what AIS3937 has offered, this course aims to further develop 

students’ four language skills in a holistic way. To achieve this main goal, students 

are provided with various expressions, grammatical structures, vocabulary, and 

conversational rules through aural and oral activities, and the newly-acquired 

knowledge is reinforced through reading and writing activities.  
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2. Course Intended Learning Outcomes (CILOs) 
 

Upon successful completion of this course, students should be able to: 

 

No. CILOs Weighting (if 

applicable) 

1. Employ various expressions and rules appropriate for a given 

topic and circumstance. 

 

2. Create compositions incorporating expressions, grammar, and 

vocabulary introduced.  

 

3. Comprehend the readings with target expressions and 

grammatical structures.  

 

4. Generate conversation for diverse themes and contexts.  

 

3. Teaching and learning Activities (TLAs) 
(Indicative of likely activities and tasks designed to assess how well the students achieve the CILOs. Final 

details will be provided to students in their first week of attendance in this course) 

 

CILO 

No 

TLAs Hours/week 

(if applicable) 

CILO  

1- 4 
 New vocabulary, expressions, grammar and 

conversational rules will be explained through 

reading the textbook and supplementary materials. 

 In-class activities of reading and writing and 

homework assignments related to these two language 

abilities are specifically designed to reinforce 

expressions, vocabulary, and grammar introduced in 

class.  

 Students are requested to deliver an oral presentation 

for a given topic, for which they are asked to use 

expressions, rules and vocabulary obligatorily. 

 

 

4. Assessment Tasks/Activities 
(Indicative of likely activities and tasks designed to assess how well the students achieve the CILOs. Final 

details will be provided to students in their first week of attendance in this course) 

 

CILO 

No 

Type of assessment tasks/activities Weighting (if 

applicable) 

Remarks 

CILO  

1-4 
Quizzes 

Assess students’ knowledge of expressions, 

structures, and rules.  

20%  

Exam 

Assess students’ knowledge of expressions, 

structures, and rules and their abilities of applying 

such expressions and rules to given situations and 

topics will be gauged through quizzes and exams. 

The duration of the exam is one hour and a half.  

40%  

CILO  

1-4 
Compositions  

Students’ knowledge of expressions, rules, and 

grammar will be honed through composing 

medium-length writings.  

20%  
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CILO  

1-4 
Oral Presentation (2 presentations) 

Students are required to give two oral presentations 

in class, which incorporate expressions, vocabulary, 

grammar, and styles introduced in class.  

20%  

 

5. Grading of Student Achievement: Refer to Grading of Courses in the Academic Regulations  

 

Excellent 

A+ A A- 

Good 

B+ B B- 

Adequate 

C+ C C- 

Marginal 

D 

1. Excellent 

command of 

knowledge of 

contextually-bou

nded expressions 

and vocabulary  

2. Excellent 

understanding of 

various 

grammatical 

structures and 

conversational 

rules. 

3. Excellent skills 

incorporating 

expressions, rules  

and vocabulary 

into composition 

and oral 

presentation  

4. Excellent 

presentation 

skills to reflect 

their 

understanding of 

expressions and 

rules and to apply 

these to authentic 

situations   

1. Good command of 

knowledge of 

contextually-bound

ed expressions and 

vocabulary  

2. Good 

understanding of 

various 

grammatical 

structures and 

conversational 

rules. 

3. Good skills 

incorporating 

expressions, rules, 

and vocabulary 

into  composition 

and oral 

presentation  

4. Good presentation 

skills to reflect 

their understanding 

of expressions and 

rules and to apply 

these to authentic 

situations   

 

1. Adequate 

command of 

knowledge of 

contextually-boun

ded expressions 

and vocabulary  

2. Adequate 

understanding of 

various 

grammatical 

structures and 

conversational 

rules. 

3. Adequate skills 

incorporating 

expressions, rules, 

and vocabulary 

into composition 

and presentation  

4. Adequate 

presentation skills 

to reflect their 

understanding of 

expressions and 

rules and to apply 

these to authentic 

situations   

 

1. Marginal 

command of 

knowledge of 

contextually-boun

ded expressions 

and vocabulary  

2. Marginal 

understanding of 

various 

grammatical 

structures and 

conversational 

rules. 

3. Marginal skills 

incorporating 

expressions, rules, 

and vocabulary 

into composition 

and presentation  

4. Marginal 

presentation skills 

to reflect their 

understanding of 

expressions and 

rules and to apply 

these to authentic 

situations   

 

 

Part III   

 

Keyword Syllabus: 

 

Presentation skills, Speech levels, Composition, Readings of various genres, 

Conversational rules, Contexts, Situations. Grammatical structures.  

 

Text(s):  

 

1. Ganada Korean Language Institute, Ganada Korean for Foreigners-Intermediate I,

 Seoul: Language Plus, 2005.  
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Recommended Reading: 

 

1. 국립국어원. (2008) Korean Grammar 2 (for foreigners). Communication books 

Publishing Co.  

 

2. Ewha woman’s University Korean Language Institute. Korean I for College-level 

students: Speaking and Listening. Ewha Woman’s University Press.  

 

3. Han Yang University Korean Language Institute. (2009) Speaking for foreigners 

(외국인을 위한 말하기). Hang Yang University Press.  

 

 


